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Abstract We introduce, test, and compare two auction-based methods for eliciting

discount rates. In these ‘‘patience auctions’’, participants bid the smallest future sum

they would prefer -or- the longest time they would wait for a reward, rather than

receive a smaller, immediate payoff. The most patient bidder receives the delayed

reward; all others receive the immediate payoff. These auctions allow us to compare

discounting when participants’ attention is focused on the temporal versus monetary

dimension of delayed rewards. We find that the estimated parameters in the three

most commonly used discount functions (exponential, hyperbolic, and quasi-hy-

perbolic) differ across these two bidding methods (time-bids vs. money-bids).

Specifically, our participants tend to show more impatience under time-bids. Fur-

thermore, we find that people are more likely to exhibit exponential (as opposed to

hyperbolic) discounting and exhibit less present bias under time-bids, compared to

money-bids. To our knowledge, this paper is the first to directly compare time

versus money preference elicitations, within the same subjects, using an incentive-

compatible mechanism.
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1 Introduction

Many of our most consequential choices involve tradeoffs between present and

future rewards. Consider, for example, the decision to invest in a lucrative graduate

degree (e.g., an M.B.A.). Doing so can boost one’s future income but the increased

salary only comes later (once the degree is completed) and typically entails forgoing

one’s current salary (while attending graduate school). A potential full-time

graduate student therefore has to tradeoff a smaller, immediate payoff (her current

income) against a larger, delayed payoff (her post-degree income). To resolve this

tradeoff, she might ask herself how many years (of schooling) she is willing to wait

in order to obtain a given salary increase (e.g., the salary increase typically

associated with an M.B.A. degree). Alternatively, she might ask herself what size

future salary increase would make her willing to forgo her current salary for a given

period of time (e.g., 2 years of schooling). Another example would be a consumer

deciding whether to wait to purchase a product at a discounted price (e.g., waiting in

line for a popular sale or selecting the cheapest, and therefore slowest, shipping

option) or to forgo waiting and pay the full price for it. The consumer can approach

his decision either by determining the maximum length of time he would be willing

to wait to receive a given discount or by determining the minimum discount he

would be willing to receive to wait a given length of time.1 As these examples

illustrate, people sometimes approach intertemporal tradeoffs by focusing on the

time dimension (e.g., ‘‘How long am I willing to wait for a given-sized reward if it

means forgoing a sooner, smaller reward?’’), and other times by focusing instead on

the reward dimension (e.g., ‘‘What sized reward, receivable after a given delay,

would make me forgo a sooner, smaller reward?’’). An important question, then, is

1 In fact, there is evidence that consumers may make inconsistent choices across these two normatively

equivalent ways of approaching the decision to wait for a discount. Sussman and Olivola (2011;

Experiment 2) asked a sample of consumers (N = 351) to indicate both their willingness to wait (in

minutes) in line for a 9 % discount on a product, and the smallest discount (in percentage) on that same

product for which they would be willing wait 15 min in line. Both sets of preferences were collected

using multiple-binary-choice ladders (with waiting times ranging from 5 to 60 min and discounts ranging

from 5 to 12 %, respectively), and all participants completed both ladders (with ladders presented in

counterbalanced order and usually separated by other, unrelated questions). We reanalyzed the data from

that study, focusing on the 339 participants who completed both ladders without multiple switching points

and on the equivalent binary-choice question in each ladder (whether they were willing to wait 15 min for

a 9 % discount on the product). Our analyses showed that Sussman and Olivola’s participants were

significantly more likely to accept waiting 15 min for a 9 % discount (i.e., when the ladder varied the

waiting time) than they were to accept a 9 % discount in exchange for a 15 min wait (i.e., when the ladder

varied the discount size): likelihood of accepting = 87 vs. 74 %, z = 4.07, p\ 0.0001. A closer look at

their responses showed that 19 % of the participants reported inconsistent preferences: 16 % accepted to

wait 15 min for the 9 % discount but also refused a 9 % discount for the 15 min wait; 3 % exhibited the

opposite inconsistency (i.e., refusing to wait 15 min for the 9 % discount but also accepting a 9 %

discount for the 15 min wait).
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whether decision makers exhibit similar levels of patience across these two

dimensions of focus.

Surprisingly, this question has received very little attention. Despite decades of

research and scholarship on intertemporal decision making—not only within

economics, but also psychology (e.g., Killeen 2009; Pronin et al. 2008; Reimers

et al. 2009; Scholten and Read 2010), neuroscience (e.g., Ersner-Hershfield et al.

2009; McClure et al. 2004), and philosophy (e.g., Elster 1984; Parfit 1984)—we

know of no published research that directly compares time preferences expressed in

terms of time versus reward.2 In this paper, we attempt to fill this void. To do so, we

introduce, test, and compare a pair of novel auction-based experimental methods for

eliciting discount rates.3 In these ‘‘patience auctions’’, participants bid the smallest

sum they would prefer receiving in the future (money bid) -or- the longest time they

would prefer waiting for a reward (time bid), rather than receive a smaller,

immediate payoff. Only the most patient bidder receives the delayed reward; all

other bidders receive the smaller, immediate payoff. These auctions allow us to

compare how discounting varies depending on whether the bidding focuses

participants’ attention on the temporal or monetary dimension of delayed rewards.

By having participants take part in both the money-bid and time-bid auctions we can

draw within-subject comparisons, thereby controlling for bidder-specific fixed

effects.

Only a few studies have used auctions to elicit discount rates (Horowitz 1991;

Kirby 1997; Kirby and Marakovic 1995; Manzini, Mariotti, and Mittone unpub-

lished manuscript), and their designs differed from our patience auctions. More

importantly, none of these studies have compared discount rates obtained through

money bidding and time bidding. By contrast, our study is designed to determine

whether individuals are consistent in discounting the future when bidding with time

versus money.

We find that the best-fitting discounting model is usually different in the money-

bid versus time-bid auctions. Furthermore, we find that the estimated parameters in

the three most commonly used discount functions (exponential, hyperbolic, and

quasi-hyperbolic) are significantly different across the two bidding types. Taken

together, our results suggest that compared to money bidding, time bidding leads to

more exponential (as opposed to hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic) discounting and to

greater impatience. To our knowledge, this paper is the first to directly demonstrate

2 Research comparing decisions about spending (or earning) time versus money (as goods in their own

right) has shown that people treat these two commodities very differently (Burmeister-Lamp and Schade

unpublished manuscript; De Borger and Fosgerau 2008; Duxbury et al. 2005; Leclerc et al. 1995; Liu and

Aaker 2008; Monga and Saini 2009; Okada and Hoch 2004; Saini and Monga 2008; Soman 2001; Soster

et al. 2010; Zauberman and Lynch 2005). However, whereas these previous studies compared preferences

for two different kinds of goods (money versus time), we are interested in examining how people value

the same class of goods (delayed rewards) when they express their preferences along one of two different

dimensions (money versus time). The fact that people approach expenditures (or earnings) of money and

time differently tells us little about how their patience-levels might vary depending on whether they are

focused on the monetary or temporal dimension of delayed rewards.
3 Originally introduced by Samuelson (1937) in his seminal paper on the discounted utility model,

discount rates describe how people trade off consumption in the present vs. future (Frederick et al. 2002).

Discount rates can be thought of, essentially, as economic measures of impatience.
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the effects of expressing preferences in terms of time versus money, using an

incentive-compatible elicitation method (with real payoffs and real delays at stake).

Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental design

and procedures. We present the econometric specifications in Sect. 3 and the results

of our estimations in Sect. 4. Section 5 discusses the implications of our

experimental results and future directions.

2 Experimental design and procedures

We introduce an auction-based approach designed to elicit discount rates in an

incentive-compatible way (i.e., giving participants an incentive to accurately report

their discount rates). To empirically evaluate our patience auctions and compare the

effects of bidding money versus time, we conducted 4 experimental auction sessions

with 15 participants in each session and we also administered surveys to 30

additional participants, all in the fall of 2007. The participants were all registered

undergraduate students at Princeton University who were recruited via email

announcements. The auction sessions were conducted in a computer lab and all

interactions took place through a multistage (http://multistage.ssel.caltech.edu)

interface on networked computers. No one participated in more than one session.

The treatment variables in our 3 9 2 design were elicitation procedure: first-price

auction versus second-price auction versus hypothetical matching survey, and bid

type: bidding money versus bidding time. Table 1 summarizes the experimental

design.

We ran single-round sealed-bid auctions of both bid types in each auction

session: the money-bid auction and the time-bid auction. In each of the four

sessions, participants bid in eight money-bid auctions and eight time-bid auctions.

In two of the sessions all the auctions were first-price auctions and in the other two

sessions they were all second-price auctions. Furthermore, we varied the ordering of

the bid type so as to control for possible order effects4: half the sessions involved

eight money-bid auctions followed by eight time-bid auctions, while the other half

4 Our analyses revealed no order effects within either type of auction (on either the discount rate or the b
parameter representing present-bias).

Table 1 Summary of experimental design: the six different conditions shown are made up of four

auction sessions (two first-price auction sessions; two second-price auction sessions) and two different

orderings of the hypothetical matching survey

Method No. of choices and ordering N

First-price auction 8 money bid, then 8 time bid 15

First-price auction 8 time bid, then 8 money bid 15

Second-price auction 8 money bid, then 8 time bid 15

Second-price auction 8 time bid, then 8 money bid 15

Hypothetical matching 8 money matching, then 8 time matching 15

Hypothetical matching 8 time matching, then 8 money matching 15
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involved eight time-bid auctions followed by eight money-bid auctions. Thus, the

bid type (money vs. time) was a within-subject manipulation, whereas the auction

mechanism (first-price vs. second-price) was a between-subjects manipulation. All

other conditions were kept constant across the four auction sessions.

After entering the laboratory, participants were given an instruction packet and

an auction agreement form before being seated at workstations with dividers

(seating assignment was randomized). Unless otherwise specified, subjects were

informed about all the features of the auctions in which they participated. Sample

instructions, sample screenshots, and the auction agreement form can be found in

the Online Appendix. Before the instruction period, participants first signed the

agreement form, stating that they understood the possibility of receiving a delayed

payoff in the future rather than a payoff at the end of the session, depending on the

auction outcome. In order to make sure that subjects understood the rules and payoff

structure of each auction, they were given both verbal and written instructions.

Participants were first given a complete description of single round sealed bid

auctions in general and told how the outcome is determined by the auction

mechanism, either first-price or second-price depending on the session. They were

also told exactly what information feedback they would receive and how their

overall earnings would be determined.

They were then given the rules for the first block of eight auctions they would be

taking part in—either money-bid auctions or time-bid auctions, depending on the

session. They were also familiarized with the computer interface through which

they would make all of their decisions by viewing sample screens. After the

instructions for this first block of eight auctions were covered, participants had to

complete a short comprehension quiz and they could not proceed to the actual

auctions until all answers were correct. After the first set of eight auctions of one bid

type concluded, participants were instructed on the rules of the next eight auctions

with the other bid type and again familiarized with the corresponding computer

interface. Participants again completed a short comprehension quiz before they

could proceed to the second set of auctions. In each auction, a participant could

either receive $10 at the end of the session or a delayed payoff sometime in the

future, as determined by the bidding process.

In each money-bid auction, the length of delay for the future payoff was pre-set

(see Table 2) and participants simultaneously bid the monetary amount for that

payoff. They did so by entering numbers into respective boxes for dollars and cents

then clicking the ‘‘submit’’ button (see sample screenshot in Online Appendix). The

lowest bidder obtained the bid-determined payoff at the end of the pre-set delay

period and all other bidders received $10 at the end of the session. In the first-price

auction, the bid-determined payoff was the lowest bid whereas in the second-price

auction, the bid-determined payoff was the second lowest bid.

In each time-bid auction, the monetary amount for the future payoff was pre-set

(see Table 2) and participants simultaneously bid the length of delay for that payoff.

They did so by entering numbers into the respective boxes for years, months, weeks,

and days, then pressing the ‘‘submit’’ button (see sample screenshot in Online
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Appendix). The participants were allowed to use any combination of the boxes to

place their bids. The only restriction was that they had to use at least one of the

boxes to submit their bid. However, which box or boxes they chose to use and how

many boxes they chose to fill-in was entirely up to them. We implemented this

flexibility to minimize possible anchoring or framing effects (Kahneman and

Tversky 1979; Tversky and Kahneman 1974). The ‘‘longest’’ bidder (i.e., who bid

the longest delay) obtained the pre-set payoff at the end of the bid-determined delay

period and all other bidders received $10 at the end of the session. In the first-price

auction, the bid-determined length of the delay was the longest delay bid, whereas

in the second-price auction it was the second longest delay bid.

Table 2 shows all the pre-set values that were used in each session. We

randomized the order of the eight pre-set delay lengths for the money-bid auctions

and the order of the eight pre-set delayed payoff amounts for the time-bid auctions.

This randomized order was held constant across the four sessions. The parameters

are presented in order of ascending magnitude in Table 2, which does not

correspond to the order used in the sessions.

Each participant submitted a single bid in each auction. They were given no

feedback about other participants’ bids or the outcome of each auction (neither the

winning bid nor the identity of the winning bidder was revealed at any point during

the session). In other words, none of the auction results were announced to

participants until the end of the session (i.e., after all bids to all auctions were

submitted). Moreover, at the end of the session, only the result of the randomly

selected auction (that determined final payoffs) was partially revealed: participants

only found out whether or not they had won that particular auction (the winning

bidder also learned its winning bid). All subjects were informed of this strict

anonymity policy at the very beginning of the experiment. This precaution was

taken in order to minimize ‘‘auction fever’’ (i.e., the tendency to overbid in time-bid

auctions or to underbid in money-bid auctions).5 They were told that they would be

paid based on the outcome of one of the sixteen auctions chosen at random, after all

Table 2 Experimental

parameter values for money-bid

and time-bid auctions

Money bid: pre-set

delay d

Time bid: pre-set

delayed payoff md

1 day $15

3 days $20

1 week $25

2 weeks $30

1 month $50

3 months $75

6 months $90

1 year $100

5 Overbidding has been documented in laboratory second-price auctions (Heyman et al. 2004; Kagel

et al. 1987; Kagel and Levin 1993). This phenomenon could be due to a myriad of factors ranging from a

failure to understand the dominant bidding strategy to ‘‘auction fever’’ over the possibility of ‘‘winning’’

(Delgado et al. 2008).
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auctions were completed. Given this structure, they were told that the optimal

strategy was to treat each auction as if (i) it was the only auction and (ii) its outcome

would determine their real earnings. All participants were paid one at a time, in

private, on their way out of the lab. They were each given a sealed envelope that

contained $10, except the participant who received the delayed payoff. This person

instead received a sheet of paper explaining the payoff amount he/she would receive

and the length of the delay until he/she received that payoff, as well as instructions

for receiving the delayed payoff (along with the experimenters’ contact informa-

tion). The participant would then contact the experimenters to specify how and

where he/she would prefer to be paid.6

The payments in our auctions were not trivial, ranging from $10 to $100 (or

potentially higher in the money-bid auctions). Given that the distributions of prices,

monetary gains, and monetary losses that people experience are approximately

power-law shaped (Stewart et al. 2006), this range represents the vast majority of

payments that most people (especially undergraduates) experience most of the time.

Furthermore, our auction design guards against a ‘‘house-money effect’’ (Thaler and

Johnson 1990), since participants were neither paid a show-up fee nor given a

starting budget with which to bid. This is important because the house-money effect

has been shown to distort preferences (e.g., Thaler and Johnson 1990).

In addition to the auctions, we conducted surveys that were designed to be the

hypothetical matching task7 equivalents of the auctions: the parameter values used

and their orderings were identical to the ones used in the auctions. For this matching

task survey, we recruited another 30 Princeton University undergraduate students

(no monetary compensation given) to fill-out a short paper–pencil questionnaire

examining their willingness to trade off an imaginary $10 in the present with a

hypothetical payoff in the future. These hypothetical value-matching tasks asked

subjects to indicate the sizes or delays of future payoffs that would make them

indifferent between receiving those later payments and receiving the $10 dollars

now (see Online Appendix). In each money-matching task, they were asked to

report what value of the delayed payoff would make them indifferent between

receiving $10 now and that delayed payoff after a pre-set length of delay. In each

time-matching task, they were asked to report the delay length that would make

them indifferent between receiving $10 now and a pre-set payoff amount at the end

of that delay. In order to further parallel the design of the first-price and second-

price auctions, half the participants (N = 15) were assigned to a survey in which

they first answered money-matching questions, followed by time-matching ques-

tions. For these participants, the first page contained 8 matching questions asking

them to match on future payoff and the second page contained 8 matching questions

asking them to match on delay. This ordering was reversed for the other

6 Participants could choose from several options to receive their payments: cash payments in person,

check payments by mail, or direct bank transfers. Doing so helped minimize the cost to them of receiving

their payments and ensured that we could pay them even if they had left campus when their payment

deadlines arrived.
7 For a more extensive discussion of this procedure, see Frederick et al. (2002).
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participants.8 Participants completed the survey by themselves, usually as part of a

larger set of unrelated studies. The hypothetical matching tasks offer baseline

controls that allow us to compare the auction results with those obtained from a

commonly used discount rate elicitation procedure (Frederick et al. 2002).

Patience auctions possess several desirable properties. First, second-price

patience auctions provide incentive-compatible ways to measure individual discount

rates. The subjects’ bids in second-price patience auctions, combined with the

values of the predetermined parameters, can be used to calculate their discount rates

(as we explain in the next section). Second, patience auctions are both time- and

cost-efficient. Using these auctions, we can simultaneously measure the discount

rates of multiple participants in a single session without having to incur large costs.

Although every person bids, and thus reveals his or her discount rate (or a close

approximation), only one participant in each session receives the larger, delayed

amount, with all other participants receiving the earlier smaller amount. Conse-

quently, patience auctions allow us to pay all of our subjects according to their bids,

rather than only a (randomly selected) fraction of them as is often done in these

studies. The latter approach (only paying a fraction of participants according to their

choices) is problematic as it introduces an additional element of uncertainty into the

decision making process. The uncertainty of being paid according to one’s choices

may distort the way participants perceive their payoffs (Todorov et al. 2007) and

thus alter their reported preferences. In the case of bidding on future payoffs, for

example, participants who learn that they only have a small chance of receiving the

delayed payoff, even if they ‘‘win’’ the auction, might be emboldened to bid too

patiently since the risks associated with bidding too ‘‘long’’ (in the case of time-

bids) or too low (in the case of money-bids) would be much lower under a

probabilistic payoff scheme. By contrast, in our current experiment, every bidder is

paid according to the outcomes of one randomly chosen auction, so they know that

one of their decisions will be consequential (for certain). This is quite different (at

least, psychologically) from an incentive scheme in which bidders face only a small

probability of being paid according to any of their bids.9 Finally, the participants in

patience auctions do not bid their own money nor receive a fixed bidding budget,

which offers at least two advantages: (i) the size of the delayed payoff is constrained

only by the experimenter’s budget, not the participants’, so they can bid as much as

8 In contrast to the auctions, we do observe order effects with the hypothetical matching task survey.

Specifically, we find a marginally significant order effect on the discount rate under money biding (when

we estimate exponential and hyperbolic models, but not when we estimate quasi-hyperbolic models), such

that discount rates are higher under the time-then-money ordering (compared to the money-then-time

ordering). And we find a significant order effect on the discount rate under time biding (for all three

discounting models), such that discount rates are again higher under the time-then-money ordering.

Finally, when we estimate the quasi-hyperbolic model, we find significant order effects on the b (present-

bias) parameter: under money bidding, b is larger in the money-then-time ordering; under time bidding, b
is larger in the time-then-money ordering.
9 While the validity of the random-lottery incentive system (paying all participants according to one

randomly selected choice) has received strong empirical support (Beattie and Loomes 1997; Cubitt et al.

1998; Hey and Lee 2005a, b; Lee 2008; Starmer and Sugden 1991), the validity of paying a random

subset of participants according to their choices is less well established (see Baltussen et al. 2012). The

few tests of this latter method have found that it biases preferences by lowering risk aversion (Baltussen

et al. 2012).
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they would like for the delayed payoff, even if its private value exceeds their

personal budgets; (ii) since participants are explicitly trading-off a smaller

immediate reward with a larger delayed one, neither of which they possess at the

time of bidding, we avoid the potential effects of unobserved reference points

(Carmon and Ariely 2000; Kahneman et al. 1990) and loss aversion (Kahneman and

Tversky 1979; Tversky and Kahneman 1991).

Beyond their methodological advantages, patience auctions allow us to compare

the level of discounting that occurs when bids are in terms of delay versus payoff, so

that we can see whether people consistently trade off time and money. While

eliciting discount rates through matching (i.e., measuring indifference points) along

the payoff dimension is a relatively common procedure in the intertemporal choice

literature, only a handful of studies have elicited discount rates through matching

along the time dimension (e.g., Attema et al. 2010; Chesson and Viscusi 2000;

Green et al. 1994; Mazur 1987; Takeuchi 2011). In fact, we only know of one

previous attempt10 to directly compare the discount rates obtained when subjects

focus on the monetary versus temporal dimension of the delayed payoff: an

unpublished dissertation by Roelofsma (cited in Roelofsma 1996 and in Frederick

et al. 2002). Roelofsma’s findings suggest that discount rates are higher with time

matching than with payoff matching (a result that we replicate). However, as far as

we know, he neither used an incentive-compatible elicitation mechanism, nor fitted

models other than standard exponential discounting. More generally, to the best of

our knowledge, no published research has directly compared (im)patience when

people focus on the temporal versus monetary dimension, particularly under

incentive-compatible conditions. Therefore, it is still an open question whether (and

how) focusing on the time versus money dimension will impact discounting when

real payoffs and delays are at stake.

3 Framework and econometric specification

Let m0 be the immediate reward, which is $10 in our experiment. Let d be the length

of delay in days, which is pre-determined in the money-bid auctions and determined

by the bids in the time-bid auctions. md is the delayed reward after d days, where the

amount (md) is determined by the bids in the money-bid auctions and pre-

determined in the time-bid auctions. Let r be the daily discount rate. Equation 1

expresses the relationship between the immediate reward and the discounted

delayed reward where D(r, b, d) is the discounting function:

10 Recently, a working paper by David Eil has come to our attention. He utilizes a multiple-choice

method (involving a series of binary choices between smaller payoffs today and larger payoffs in the

future) to identify switching points in subject’s preferences (in order to estimate their implied discounting

parameters). He directly compares time preferences when the delay vs. amount of the future payoff is

systematically varied. However, it should be noted that his experiment was conducted in May 2010,

whereas ours was carried out in the fall of 2007, our results were first presented (at a major conference) in

2007, and the first complete draft of our manuscript had been written by 2009.
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m0 ¼ Dðr; b; dÞmd ð1Þ

We compare the fits and estimated the parameter values of the three most

commonly used discount functions: exponential, hyperbolic, and quasi-hyperbolic,

as summarized in Table 3. The first specification corresponds to the canonical

exponential discounting model, characterized by time-consistent preferences. The

second specification corresponds to the hyperbolic discounting model, which, unlike

exponential discounting, implies declining subjective discount rates with increasing

delays. The third, and final, specification corresponds to the quasi-hyperbolic

discounting model, which allows for present bias through the addition of a b
parameter. Specifically, in this model, an individual demonstrates present-bias, or

overweighs the current period, if b\ 1 (and no present bias when b = 1). However,

all future periods are still discounted exponentially at rate r in this model (Laibson

1997; Phelps and Pollak 1968).

We now consider the optimal bidding strategies for money- and time-bids,

starting with a second-price auction. Vickrey (1961) showed that in a second-price

private-value auction, it is a dominant strategy for each bidder to bid her true value

for the object regardless of what the other bidders do. In our experiment, the

assumption of a private-value auction is a valid one, especially given the lack of a

secondary market for the future reward and the fact that subjects were not informed

of others’ bids. Each bidder’s valuation of the future reward relative to the

immediate gain is also assumed to depend on her discount rate only and not those of

the other bidders. Therefore the bidders should, through their bids, provide accurate

and exact measurements of their willingness to trade off smaller immediate gains

with larger delayed ones. In the money-bid auction, the truthful bidding strategy

would reveal the delayed payoff that would make the bidder indifferent between

receiving that payoff after the set delay length and receiving $10 now. In the time-

bid auction, the truthful bidding strategy would reveal the delay length that would

make the bidder indifferent between receiving the set payoff after that delay length

and receiving $10 now. In other words, in both auctions, the truthful bidding

strategy equalizes the discounted future payoff and the immediate payoff (assuming

risk neutrality11), as expressed in Eq. 1.

Consider a bidder in the money-bid auction: If anyone else bids lower than md

then this bidder receives m0. If md is the lowest bid, then this bidder receives the

delayed payoff associated with the second-lowest bid after the set delay d. If this

bidder ties with other bidders then one of them is randomly selected to receive the

Table 3 Summary of

discounting models
Discounting model Functional form Parameters

Exponential D ¼ e�rd d, r

Hyperbolic D ¼ 1
1þrd

d, r

Quasi-hyperbolic D ¼ be�rd d, r, b

11 Note that our manipulation is within-bidder, and therefore controls for bidder-specific fixed effects

(including risk attitudes and beliefs about the distribution of other bidders’ risk and time preferences).
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delayed payoff, so this bidder will either receive the delayed md or m0 now, which

are of equal value to her. If the bidder were to deviate from the truthful bidding

strategy by bidding a lower delayed payoff than what would make her indifferent,

she risks receiving a delayed payoff that is lower than the one that makes her just as

well off as receiving $10 now (if the second lowest bid is also lower than her

indifference point). If, instead, the bidder were to deviate by stating a higher delayed

payoff than what would make her indifferent then she risks losing out on a delayed

payoff that would make her better off than $10 now (if the first and second lowest

bids are both higher than her indifference point and lower than her bid). The same

logic applies to bidding one’s true willingness to wait in the time-bid auctions.

Next, we verify the strategic equivalence of truthful bidding in the money-bid

and time-bid auctions. Suppose the bidder’s time preference is characterized by

D(r*, b*, d) where r* is her discount rate and b* is her present-bias parameter. For

this bidder, the truthful bidding strategy is m�
d ¼ ðm0=Dðr�; b�; dÞÞ in the money-bid

auction. If the bidder’s preference is characterized by the exponential discount

function, for example, then m�
d ¼ m0e

r�d: In the time-bid auction, the truthful

bidding strategy is d* such that md = (m0/D(r*, b*, d*)). Again, under the

exponential discounting model, d* = (ln(md/m0))/r*. These strategically equivalent

bids in the money- and time-bid auctions reflect the same underlying preference

parameters (r* and b*). That is, m0 ¼ Dðr�; b�; d�ðm�
d;m0; r

�; b�ÞÞm�
d:

The equilibrium bidding strategy for the first-price auctions, in contrast, is more

complicated and depends on the bidders’ beliefs about the other bidders’ time

preferences and subsequent valuations. Bidders are assumed to have common

knowledge about the distribution of the private values. While this is indeed a strong

assumption, it is a plausible one given the relative homogeneity of the study

population. In our context, bidders believing that all other bidders have the same

type of discounting function as well as bidders having common knowledge about

the range of the parameters of that function within the bidding population would

satisfy the assumption. To show strategic equivalence between the money- and

time-bids in the first-price auction, we must maintain the assumption that the beliefs

about other bidders’ discount functions and parameters are the same across these

two bid types.12 The bidding strategy of the unique equilibrium of the first-price

auction is to bid the expectation of the second-place bidder’s value conditional on

winning the auction (again, assuming risk neutrality—see Footnote 11). Given a

reasonable distribution for the beliefs about other bidders’ valuations, the greater the

number of other bidders, the closer the bid should be to the true valuation. In our

experiment, we had 15 bidders per auction. We estimate the discounting parameters

from the first-price auctions as if the bids were truthful revelations because this does

not require us to make any assumptions about the bidders’ beliefs. While the

equilibrium bidding strategy is not truthful revelation as it is in the second-price

auctions, the difference is driven by beliefs about the other bidders’ discounting

parameters. If these beliefs are the same across the money- and time-bids (as they

should be) then any difference in estimated discounting parameters cannot be

attributed to different bidding strategies, but rather to differences in the underlying

12 Testing this assumption is left to future work.
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discount function and/or parameters. This is sufficient for our purpose, since our

goal is not to compare estimated discounting parameters across first-price and

second-price auctions, but rather to compare these parameters across money- and

time-bids within each type of auction. Note that our money-bid versus time-bid

manipulation is within-bidder, and therefore controls for bidder-specific beliefs

about the distribution of other bidders’ risk and time preferences (especially since

they receive no feedback regarding the other bids in these auctions).

Following Benhabib et al. (2010), we do nonlinear least squares (NLS)

estimation of the discount function parameters by individual using the econometric

specification:

m0 ¼ Diðmdðm0; dÞ; d; ri; biÞmdðm0; dÞeiðmd; dÞ ð2Þ

where ei(md, d) is distributed log-normally and i.i.d. with respect to individuals and

the pre-determined parameters.

In sum, to account for heterogeneity in discounting across individuals and to test

whether individuals discount differently in the money- versus time-bid auctions, we

estimate r for each individual i (90 in total across first-price, second-price, and

hypothetical survey treatments) using NLS where md is a function of m0, d, and r in

the money-bid auctions and d is a function of m0, md, and r in the time-bid auctions.

4 Results

First, we examine how bids vary as a function of the elicitation mechanism and the

parameter values. Bidding values are quite volatile, highly skewed, and the

distribution of bids is necessarily censored at zero (no one could bid negative

payoffs or negative delays). We therefore examine median bids, as these are more

robust to outliers. Figures 1 and 2 plot median bids for each elicitation method, as a

function of the auction parameter value. These figures suggest that the elicitation

method had an impact on the level of patience that bidders revealed. In particular,

we see that for both time-bid and money-bid auctions, bidders seemed to be most

patient under a second-price auction mechanism, and least patient when responding

to a hypothetical survey. There could be numerous reasons for these observed

differences between elicitation procedures but this is outside the scope of the current

paper.13 More importantly, and as we explain below, we find that all three elicitation

methods produce the same pattern of results when we compare patience expressed

in terms of money versus time. These figures also reveal a monotonically increasing

relationship between bid size and parameter value, as we would expect. After all,

13 We can also check whether revenue equivalence holds between the first- and second-price money-bid

auctions. Here we define ‘‘revenue’’ as the amount given to the ‘‘winner’’ of the money-bid auction at the

delayed date instead of $10 in the present. A Mann–Whitney test comparing revenues from the first-price

money-bid auctions and revenues from the second-price money-bid auctions yields p value = 0.057.

Note that numerous previous experiments have found lack of revenue equivalence between first- and

second-price auctions (Kagel 1995). The predicted revenue equivalence hinges on the assumption that

bidders are risk-neutral, so any lack of revenue equivalence found here could be attributed to non-risk-

neutrality or to a number of other possible factors.
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money bids should increase with the delay of the future payment and time bids

should increase with the size of the future payment. The main exception to this

monotonic relationship seems to be for the highest delayed payoff ($100) used in the

second-price time-bid auctions, which saw a sizeable drop in the median delay bid.

Otherwise, median bids are mostly coherent and rational in that they are sensitive to

parameter values (and adjust in the correct direction).

Next we examine how well the three main discounting models found in the

literature fit the bidding data. Figure 3 shows the proportion of subjects whose

bidding data were best fit by a given model, as determined by the Bayesian

a

b

Fig. 1 a Median money bids in the money-bid auctions as a function of delay and elicitation method (full
range of delays). b Median money bids in the money-bid auctions as a function of delay and elicitation
method (lower range of delays). There were 30 bidders in each auction, so each data point is based on
N = 30 observations
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Information Criterion (BIC—Schwarz 1978). We can see that, for money bids, most

individuals’ bidding patterns were best fit either by the hyperbolic or quasi-

hyperbolic model, and only a small minority (\10 %) followed exponential

discounting. With time bids, in contrast, between a third and one half of individuals

followed exponential discounting, and they were always least likely to follow quasi-

hyperbolic discounting. This difference, between time bids and money bids, in the

Fig. 2 Median time bids in the time-bid auctions as a function of delayed payoff and elicitation method
(full range of delayed payoffs). There were 30 bidders in each auction, so each data point is based on
N = 30 observations
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Fig. 3 The proportion of subjects (with estimable parameters) whose bidding data were best fit by a
given model as a function of bid-type and elicitation method
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proportion of subjects falling into the various models, was significant for the first-

price auction (v2(2) = 6.41, p = 0.041), the second-price auction (v2(2) = 8.59,

p = 0.014), and the hypothetical survey (v2(2) = 9.56, p = 0.008). Furthermore,

the model that a subject fell into when bidding money did not significantly predict

which model that (same) person would fall into when bidding time: v2(4) = 3.17,

p[ 0.5 (after collapsing across elicitation procedures to increase sample size). The

weak categorical association between best-fitting models under money and time

bids (Cramér’s V = 0.14) suggests that the shape of the discount function may not

be a stable individual characteristic (Meier and Sprenger 2015; Stewart et al. 2006).

We also calculated the median value of each model parameter,14 for each bid-

type, and for each elicitation procedure. These values are presented in Table 4. As

this table shows, the model parameters consistently (and significantly) differed

between money bids and time bids, for all discounting models and elicitation

procedures. Consider the exponential model, which represents the standard rational

model of discounting: the average median daily discount rate across the three

elicitation procedures is ravg = 0.010 for time-bids and ravg = 0.006 for money-

bids (i.e., bidders were 1.82 times as impatient when bidding time). Similarly, under

the hyperbolic and quasi-hyperbolic functions, we find that bidders were more

patient when they bid money than when they bid time (r is consistently lower for

money bids than for time bids). Although bidders are more patient under the quasi-

hyperbolic model when they bid money, they are also more present-biased.

Specifically, the b parameter representing present-bias is closer to 1 (b = 1

indicates no present-bias) for time bids, and it is consistently lower for money bids,

indicating more present bias15 for money bidding than for time bidding.

Nonparametric (Wilcoxon signed-rank) tests revealed that the b parameter was

significantly less than 1 (indicating significant present bias) under the quasi-

hyperbolic model in all cases (all p values\0.01) except time bids elicited through

second-price auctions (p = 0.38).

We take these estimation results, along with the best-fit discount function

percentages, as suggestive evidence that people are more likely to behave like

exponential discounters16 when thinking about the temporal dimension of delayed

rewards.

14 These model parameters were estimated using data from all subjects with estimable parameters, not

just those for whom the model represented the best fit according to the BIC.
15 These results are consistent with those obtained by Eil (unpublished manuscript), who finds that

eliciting time preferences through a multiple-choice method in which the delay of the future payoff is

systematically varied (to identify a switching point) yields more impatience and less present bias than a

multiple-choice method in which the amount of the future payoff is varied instead. However, whereas Eil

finds evidence of future bias (i.e., b[ 1, see also Takeuchi 2011) under the ‘‘time’’ multiple-choice

method, we find lower or no present bias with time bids, but not future bias.
16 We also fitted a model specification with a free h (hyperbolicity) parameter (such that h = 1 produced

the exponential and h = 2 produced the standard hyperbolic function; see Benhabib et al. 2010), and

found that the estimated h is lower and closer to 1 for time bids (compared to money bids) under all three

elicitation procedures. Specifically, the h parameter ranged from 1.1 to 1.8 for time bids, and from 2.5 to

3.4 for money bids. Thus, people seem to be less hyperbolic (i.e., more exponential) when they bid time,

whereas they seem to be ‘‘supra’’-hyperbolic (h[ 2) when they bid money.
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These differences in discounting model parameter values between money bids

and time bids seem, at first glance, to support the idea that individuals lack a

stable underlying level of impatience and that time preferences may be largely

‘‘constructed’’ from the decision context (in this case, the method of elicitation)

rather than revealed through it (Lichtenstein and Slovic 2006). However, it might be

the case that individuals do possess stable underlying time preferences to begin

with, but that the specific method of elicitation exerts an additional effect on these

preferences. One way to examine this question is to look at within-individual

correlations between discounting model parameters under money bidding and time

bidding. To the extent that intertemporal choices are driven by stable underlying

individual preferences, these correlations should be large and positive.

Table 5 presents the non-parametric (Spearman’s rank) correlations between

parameter values obtained from money bids and time bids, with each individual

bidder representing a single data point (for a given discounting model and model

parameter). As this table shows, there is significant within-individual consistency in

Table 4 Median daily discounting parameter estimates for each specification, elicitation mechanism,

and bid-type (for subjects with estimable parameters)

Model (specification) First-price auction (Nmoney = 29, Ntime = 30)

Median r Median b

Money-bid Time-bid Money-bid Time-bid

Exponential (r) 0.006 (p = 0.0001) 0.010

Hyperbolic (r) 0.020 (p = 0.006) 0.033

Quasi-hyperbolic (r, b) 0.004 (p < 0.0001) 0.008 0.538 (p = 0.0001) 0.740

Model (specification) Second-price auction (Nmoney = 21, Ntime = 29)

Median r Median b

Money-bid Time-bid Money-bid Time-bid

Exponential (r) 0.0036 (p = 0.046) 0.0038

Hyperbolic (r) 0.007 (p = 0.01) 0.013

Quasi-hyperbolic (r, b) 0.003 (p = 0.02) 0.004 0.752 (p = 0.135) 0.979

Model (specification) Hypothetical survey (Nmoney = 30, Ntime = 29)

Median r Median b

Money-bid Time-bid Money-bid Time-bid

Exponential (r) 0.007 (p < 0.0001) 0.017

Hyperbolic (r) 0.036 (p = 0.0001) 0.051

Quasi-hyperbolic (r, b) 0.004 (p = 0.0001) 0.011 0.361 (p = 0.002) 0.631

The p values in bold represent the results of within-subject Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, which were

conducted separately for each model parameter and for each elicitation procedure
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r parameter values. This consistency is stronger for the simpler (1-parameter)

models and weakest for the second-price auction. Although the correlation

coefficient is larger for the hypothetical survey than the first-price auction, this

could be due to the fact that the hypothetical survey presented participants with all 8

variations of the matching questions for each bid-type on the same page, thereby

facilitating consistency. On the other hand, the hypothetical survey also produced a

(non-significant) negative within-individual correlation for the b parameter.

These results suggest that, despite the main (within-subject) effect of bid type,

individuals do possess time preferences that are stable to some extent (even if their

functional form ‘‘type’’ may not be, as we saw above). Alas, these correlations are

not direct evidence that preferences are revealed rather than constructed. It may be

that individuals regularly construct their preferences from a fairly stable memory

cache (Olivola and Sagara 2009; Stewart et al. 2006). This alternative account

would also predict significant positive within-individual correlations.

5 Discussion

We find that expressing patience in terms of money versus time fundamentally alters

the way people discount delayed payoffs. First, the best-fitting discounting model

tends to differ (within-subject) between money- and time-bid auctions. Indeed, less

than half (42 %) of our subjects were best fit by the same model across bid types.

Second, even if the discounting model is held constant, its estimated parame-

ter(s) differ(s) between money- and time-bid auctions (also within-subject). Overall,

we find that under money bids, payoffs are discounted more heavily at initial time

intervals and less so at later time intervals (b\ 1 and h[ 2—see Footnote 16). In

contrast, under time bids, the rate of discounting seems to be spread more evenly

across time intervals (b and h are both closer to 1—see Footnote 16), thereby

bringing people more closely in line with the standard exponential model. Together,

Table 5 Within-subject Spearman’s rank correlations between parameter values obtained from money

bids and time bids (for subjects with estimable parameters)

Model (specification) First-price auction Second-price auction Hypothetical survey

(N = 29) (N = 21) (N = 29)

r b r b r b

Exponential (r) 0.71 0.46 0.91

Hyperbolic (r) 0.71 0.48 0.91

Quasi-hyperbolic (r, b) 0.46 0.39 0.42 0.28 0.67 -0.17

Results are presented for both the daily discount rate (r) and present-bias parameter (b)

Bold correlation coefficients are significant at the standard (p\ 0.05) level. Bold italicized correlation

coefficients are marginally significant (p\ 0.1). All other correlation coefficients are not significantly

different from 0 (p[ 0.1)
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these results suggest that intertemporal tradeoffs are governed by different factors

when people are focused on the monetary versus temporal dimension of these

tradeoffs. Exactly why this happens, however, is an as-yet-unanswered question that

we leave for future research. Critically, since we compared the effects of money

bidding and time bidding within the same subjects, our analyses control for any

bidder-specific fixed effects. This means, among other things, that differences

between money bidding and time bidding cannot be explained by reference to

endogenous variables, including risk attitudes or other individual traits. Moreover,

this pattern of differences is similar across the three elicitation procedures we

employed. Given their robustness to the specific elicitation method used (first-price

auction vs. second-price auction vs. hypothetical matching task), our results are

unlikely to be entirely the product of the specific characteristics (e.g., incentive

compatibility or complexity) of these procedures. Finally, it is worth noting that we

perfectly counterbalanced bid-type order (whether money bids came before or after

time bids), so the effects we observe cannot be attributed (in any simple way) to

spillovers from one elicitation method to another, nor to whether one particular

elicitation method came first or second. Any remaining concerns that learning may

have occurred (and thus accounted for our results) are further minimized by the fact

that our subjects received no feedback until the very end of each session (after all

bids were submitted).

The finding that people seem more likely to be exponential discounters when

they must bid time than when they must bid money is both theoretically interesting

and practically important. Contrary to the other discount functions we estimated,

exponential discounting leads to time-consistent preferences, which is generally

considered a hallmark of rational decision making. Therefore, from a practical point

of view, having people focus on the temporal dimension (rather than the monetary

dimension) when they are making decisions involving delayed goods may promote

more consistent choices across time. From a theoretical point of view, our results

challenge the idea, popular within behavioral economics and psychology, that

people are (consistently) hyperbolic (or quasi-hyperbolic) discounters. Rather, it

seems that the tendency to be (quasi-)hyperbolic (as opposed to exponential) may

depend critically on whether the intertemporal tradeoffs focus attention on the

monetary or temporal dimension. Theoretical debates concerning whether intertem-

poral choices are better described by the standard, classic exponential model or by

newer, behavioral (quasi-)hyperbolic models may miss the point, since the answer,

it seems, is that it depends! Our results also contribute to the literature on preference

reversals (Goldstein and Einhorn 1987; Grether and Plott 1979; Tversky, Slovic, and

Kahneman 1990). Those previous studies showed that people’s risk preferences

depend on whether they are asked to choose or price gambles, and suggested that

this occurs because each elicitation method focuses attention on a different

dimension of the choice problem (either probability or payoff). Here, we show that

time preferences similarly depend on whether the method of elicitation focuses

attention on the time versus payoff dimension.

Furthermore, our time-bid auctions are analogous to the ‘‘marshmallow test’’

(Mischel et al. 1972) used to elicit the level of patience in young children. In both

cases, the immediate reward and delayed reward are already set (one and two
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marshmallows, respectively, in their setting) but the delay is unspecified. Therefore,

subjects are essentially choosing how long they are willing to wait for the larger,

delayed reward. The difference is that in the ‘‘marshmallow test,’’ the young

subjects could decide at every moment, before the unknown-to-them time arrived

for the second marshmallow, whether to consume the single marshmallow or

continue waiting for the additional marshmallow. Given the surprisingly strong

correlations between responses on the ‘‘marshmallow test’’ and later life outcomes

(Mischel et al. 1988, 1989), a modified version of our time-bid auction such as an

ascending clock auction or a DOSE design (Wang, Filiba, and Camerer unpublished

manuscript), in which subjects are asked to accept or reject different waiting times

for the pre-determined delayed reward based on which time delays they have

accepted or rejected thus far, might work well in the field.

Our patience auction results could also have implications for the design of

auctions with a temporal component, such as those for highway procurement (Lewis

and Bajari 2011) or treasury bills (Bartolini and Cottarelli 1997). Lewis and Bajari

present evidence of efficiency gains when contractors bid along the time dimension,

in addition to the standard cost dimension, in highway procurement auctions. Our

results suggest that policymakers who are primarily concerned with the fast

completion of projects (rather than their quality) should restrict bidding to the time

dimension so that more attention, and perhaps more value, is given to time spent.

Treasury bills always have a set maturity payment at a set maturity date, with an

auction determining the current price at which these bills can be bought. Instead, a

treasury bill could have a set price and payment, with the auction determining the

maturity date. The bidders who are willing to wait the longest would receive the

bills. Although this time-bid auction might elicit less revealed patience due to a

focus on the temporal dimension, the auctioneer at least knows the revenue from the

auction with certainty ex-ante because the price is set.

A future direction we are currently exploring is using our auction methods to

elicit other kinds of preferences (Olivola and Wang unpublished manuscript). For

example, instead of having participants trade off time and money in order to elicit

their discount rates, we can just as easily have participants trade off probability and

money in order to measure their risk preferences. Thus, by replacing time with

probability, we can have participants trade off a smaller sure gain (e.g., $10 with

100 % probability) and a larger risky gain (mr dollars with probability pr). In these

auctions, participants either bid for the value of mr, the payoff associated with the

risky gamble, or for the value of pr, the probability associated with the risky gamble.

Here again, standard economic theory predicts that both methods should lead to

identical risk preference. Our auctions would test this using an incentive-compatible

procedure. James (2011) tested another type of incentive-compatible procedure

(BDM) for eliciting probability equivalents instead of certainty equivalents for

lotteries. Both studies can contribute insights into how patterns of preferences might

vary with elicitation methods.

In conclusion, we find that people reveal markedly different discount functions

and rates when they express their intertemporal preferences in terms of time versus

money. When expressing preferences in terms of money, they are more ‘‘sensitive’’

(or ‘‘attentive’’) to initial time intervals and less ‘‘sensitive’’ to later time intervals.
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In contrast, when expressing preferences in terms of time, they seem to ‘‘spread’’

their sensitivity (or attention) more equally across time intervals.
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